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Abstract: Recently evidence has been :presented for the :production of an 

I~5/2 nonstrange baryon resonance of mass ~ 1640 MeV/c2 , in the reaction 

rr~ d -> (:p) nrtrr-r/. ·with much greater statistics, our data for the charge

symmetric reac~ion fails to show any evidence for such a resonance. 

Benvenuti et al~) have reported. confirmation of an I ~ 5/2 baryon 

resonance of mass 1640 MeV/c2 :previously seen by Banner et al~) It is the 

:purpose of this :paper to :present equivalent data :with greatly improved 

statistics, showing no enhancement in this mass region. · 

Benvenuti~ al.:present data on the reaction 

1T- d ---~ (:p) n rr- ~- rr + 

at an incident :pion momentum of 2.26 BeV/c. Here· (p) indicates that the 

final state :proton does not take :part in the reaction. 2447 3-:pronged 

(1) 

events (with :protons of momentum too low to :produce a visible track in the 

bubble chamber) were analyzed in t~e:i.r :paper. They report a narrow 

(r~ 60 MeV/c2 ) :peak :i.n the nrr rr mass spectrum, which is enhanced to 4 

standard deviations when the momentu_m transfer from the beam to the rr + is 

restricted to be less than 0.6 (BeV/~ 2 • ~'hey_ also make cuts which 

indicate that the :peak may decay via. a,,;c\-(l236)rr- mode. 

We have analyzed ::::16000 4-:prongeo events from the reaction 

rr + d -- --> (n ) ~) ;r: rr ·rr 

\ 
(2) 
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at incident momenta between Ll and' 2.37 BeV/c. By charge syiDmetry this 

reaction is identical in its description to reaction (1); however, these 

events admit a better mass resolution than the 3-pron'ged events of reference 1. 

The 'events analyzed have been selected to have netitron_laboratory momentum 

less than 300 MeV/c, to insure that the neutron is a "spectator" to the 

collision. We have .also excluded events with confidence level for 

reaction (2) less than i ~ .. We estimate that the contamination from other 

final states is less than 5%. 

Our data has been divided into two intervals in beam momentum; the 

exposure size· for each interval is about 7 events/f.Lb. Interval I contains 

momentum settings at 1.10, 1.30, 1.52, 1.58, and 1.70 BeV/c; interval II 

con'tains momentum settings at 1.86, 2.15, and 2.37BeVjc. The latter 

interval spans the momentum settings of references 1. and 2. 

Figure 1 shows the p 1T + 1T + mass spectrum; the shaded events are those 

for which the beam-to-1T- momentum transfer is less than 0.6 (BeV/c~ 2 • We 

note that this figure is equivalent to figure la) of reference 1. We see 

no enhancement at or near 1640 MeV/c2, either in the raw data or after the 

momentum transfer cut. For completeness, Figures 2 and 3 show data corres-

ponding to figures lb) and 2 of reference 1. Selecting ~++'IT+ events 

(Figure 2) does not prOduce an enhancement, nor does excluding t:,.++po events 

(Figure 3). 

We note that the momentum transfer cut mad~ by Benvenuti et al. and 

reproduced in our Figure 1 woul~ enhance the production of an assumed 

I = 5/2 baryon resonance if it were produced via the exchange of a meson. 

However, in this case the meson wo:uld have to be doubly charged. A more 

likely exchange mechanism for production of an I = 5/2 baryon in these 

reactions would be I = 3/2 baryon exchang9t: We have also nia.de cuts 
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corresponding to production by baryon exchange, and we see no enhancement. 

Finally we note that we have examined the + + p n n mass spectrum at 

each of our momentum settings separately, and we find no evidence for . 

an enhancement at any of th~m. 

In conclusion, we see no evidence for a narrow ( r ~ 60 MeV/ c2 ) resonance 

in the mass range 1500 - 2000 MeV/c2• The 40 ~b production cross section 

reported by Benvenuti et al. would correspond to. a 6 standard. deviation 

ehhancement in either of our beam momentum intervals. 

REFERENCES: 

1) A. Benvenuti,; E. Marquit, and F. Oppenheimer, PhyS~ Rev. Letters. gg_, 

970 (1969). 

2) M. Banner et al., cited in Proceedings ofr . the International Conference 

~ Elementary Particles, Heidelberg, Germany, 1967, edited by H. 

Filthuth (North-Ht>lland Publishing Company, .Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 

1968), p. 112. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS: 

Fig. 1. + + prr rr mass spectrum; shaded events are those with beam-to-rr-

momentum transfer ltl less than 0.6 (BeV/c2) 2 • ·(a): 7081 events in beam 

momentum interval I; (b): 9056 events in interval II. 

Fig. 2 • .6++(1236)rr+ mass spectrum for ltJ (beam to ·rr -) less than 0.6 

(BeV/c2 )2 . .6++ is defined as 1120 MeVjc2 < M(prr+) < 1320 MeV/c2 • (a): 

events in beam momentum interval I; (b): events in interval In 

Fig. 3. prr+rr+ mass spectrum for ftJ (beam torr-) less than 0.6 (BeV/c2)2 

and .6++p0 events excluded. .6++ is defined as in Figure 2; p0 is defined as 

710 MeV/ c2 < M(rr + rr-) < 810 MeV /c2 • (a): events in beam momentum interval I; 

(b): events in interval II. 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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